
QUESTION BANK FOR THE SELECTION OF GROUP – C POSTS 

PAPER – I 

MECHANICAL SIGNALLING, GENERAL RULES, BASIC CONCEPTS OF SIGNALLING, 

SEM, PRINCIPLES OF INTERLOCKING, BASIC CONCEPTS & SEM 

 

1. What are the duties of sectional maintainer? 

2. What are the duties of sectional JE/Signal? 

3. Write a disconnection memo and reconnection memo for disconnection of point for 

normal maintenance. 

4. Write a memorandum to PWI for deficiencies in a point for urgent attention. 

5. What are the items to be checked in a point from Engineering point of view? 

6. What are the advantages of double wire signal operation over single wire signal 

operation? 

7. Describe the tests and checks carried out on an interlocked LC gate for  

(i) Interlocking   (ii)  Boom locking 

 

8. What steps should be taken by ESM if he is unable to rectify. 

(a) Safe failure  (b) Unsafe failure 

 

9. Draw a signaling plan of double line section and 4-road station with common loop. Give 

numbering for central panel operation. 

10. What is meant by isolation ? What are the rules for isolation? 

11. What are classifications of station? 

12. What are the essentials of interlocking as per SEM? 

13. What are different overlaps provided on Indian Railway? 

14. Draw the MACLS signaling at Class ‘B’ station of 3-Road panel interlocked station, show 

signals, mark the track circuits and inter signal distances. 

15. Name the permissive signals in LQ and MAUQ? 

16. How will you identify a colour light permissive signal? 

17. What are the conditions for taking off a calling on signal? 

18. For what functions miniature levers are used? 

19. What is the function of the lock bar? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



QUESTION BANK FOR SELECTION OF JE/SIG/II POST (OBJECTIVE TYPE) 

MULTIPLE CHOICE TYPE 

 

1. The minimum visibility of a Distant signal is 

a) 1 Km   b) 200M  3) 400M  d) 600M 

 

2. Block overlap in MACLS section is 

b) 180 mtrs  b) 120 mtrs  3) 400 mtrs  d) 300 mtrs 

 

3. Minimum visibility of an outer signal combined with Warner in a section with section 

speed of less than 100 KMPH is 

c) 800 mtrs  b) 1200 mtrs  3) 1400 mtrs  d) 400 mtrs 

 

Given below are some maintenance works done on day basis, please write ‘YES’ if 

disconnection memo is required to be issued and write ‘NO’ if not required to be 

issued. 

4. Replacement of bond wire one by one. 

5. Replacement of Relay one at a time 

6. Replacement of block joint 

7. Adjustment of point for obstruction test 

8. Replacement of point motor 

9. Replacement of fuse 

10. Testing of Block instrument 

11. Replacement of boom of an interlocked LC gate 

12. Cable testing 

13. Replacement of knob in a panel 

14. Obstruction test of an IRS point machine 

 

FILL IN THE BLANKS 

 

15. The distance sufficient to ensure safety is called ________________ . 

16. Signal overlap in MACLS is __________________. 

17. CSR means _______________________ 

18. Normal aspect of inner distant is ______________________ 

19. A calling on signal cannot be placed below _______________ signal 

20. The _________________ indicates proceed and be prepared to stop at the next stop 

signal. 

21. The gate stop signal is provided with___________ marker 

22. CRS’s sanction is valid for a period of ______________ months (12) 

23. Mechanical point opening shall be _________ mm 

24. Length of the lock bar shall be ___________ feet 

25. The clearance between the signal post and the centre of the track shall be ________ 



26. What are the advantages of double wire signal operation over single wire signal 

operation? 

27. Oldest RRI installation in SCR is ___________ 

28. Name any one LQ signaling station in SCR is __________________ 

29. Name any one MAUQ signaling station in SCR is _________________ 

30. Name any one station having key locked point in SCR is ______________ 

31. Name any one station having Rod operated point from cabin in SCR is _________ 

32. Name any one station having SSI in SCR is _________________ 

33. Name any one Block section provided BPAC in SCR is _______________ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



QUESTION BANK FOR THE SELECTION OF GROUP – C POSTS 

PAPER – II 

ELECTRICITY AND POWER SUPPLY ARRANGEMENTS 

 

1. What is the main difference between a primary and secondary cells? 

2. What are the advantages of an Automatic Charger? 

3. How will you adjust the Automatic Charger? 

4. Briefly explain about Float, Boost and Trickle charging? 

5. What is transformer? 

6. What are the various transformers used in Signalling? 

7. How will you detect the faults of a cable by using a megger? 

8. What are the power supplies required to work a IRS push button block instrument? 

9. Name the Block Instruments suitable for AC Electrified area. 

10. Write briefly on cable laying in AC Electrified area. 

11. Write Ohms Law Formula and its units 

12. Write a short notes on  

a) Inverter   b) DC-DC converter  C) IPS   D) Solar Cell 

13. What are the minimum and maximum voltages permitted at a plug in type track relay 

coil? 

14. What can happen if the voltage is outside this limit? 

15. What steps are taken for rectification of track circuit failure? Give sequence of steps 

from observing panel indication till rectification. 

16. What are the probable causes of track circuit failure? 

17. What are the advantages of triple pole lamp over conventional lamp? 

18. Describe the procedure for adjustment of IRS (Universal) point machine and ground 

fitting? 

19. What checks are carried out at the time of inspection of a motor operated point? 

20. What should be the voltage and current at point machine during normal operation and 

during obstruction? 

21. Under what circumstances a motor operated signal can stuck up in off position? 

22. What checks & tests aer carried out on a double line block instrument during routing 

maintenance? 

23. What checks and tests are carried out on a single tokenless block instrument during 

normal maintenance? 

24. What is TSR? How is it used to adjust a track circuit? 

25. What can go wrong in a track circuit from Engineering point of view? How will you 

pinpoint them? 

26. What are the advantages of Exothermic welding of bonds over conventional bonds in a 

track circuit? 

27. If a track circuit is failing intermittently what could be likely causes, and how to tackle 

them? 



28. If operating current of a IRS (Universal ) point machine is more than 4Amps what can 

be the probable causes and how to rectify it? 

29. What are the advantages of double cutting arrangement n signaling circuit? In which 

circuit’ double cutting arrangement is essential? 

30. What checks and adjustments are required to be carried out in an Analog Axle counters 

during normal maintenance? 

31. What are the advantages of LED signals? 

32. What are the advantages & disadvantages of integrated power supply (IPS) over 

conventional power supply? 

33. How is capacity load test on a battery bank is performed? Describe each step? 

34. What are the essential of tokenless Block working? 

35. Describe the procedure for taking off calling on signal? What precautions are required to 

be taken for this? 

36. What checks and tests are carried out in an IB hut? 

37. In case of a block failure, how to know whether it is a line failure or equipment failure? 

38. What are probable causes of high resistance fault in a plug in type relay? 

39. What are the Engg. requirements for good working of the Motor operated point? 

40. Explain adjustment of Motor operated point and how the obstruction test is conducted. 

41. What are the conditions for taking off the calling on signal? 

42. For a double line 4-road station with common loop, what is the signal lighting load if 

33W lamps are used for all signals except route, shunt and calling on? 

43. What rating of fuses are used in signalling and for which circuits? 

44. Draw the circuit of point control circuit of any one. 

45. Where is frictional clutch? 

46. What are the precautions taken for locating the signal post in RE area? 

47. What is cutting in arrangement? Explain with circuit. 

48. What is Red lamp protection? Explain with circuit. 

49. What  are the advantages of LED signals over conventional CLS? 

50. What is the difference between Track relay and Line Relay? 

51. How many types of Timer Relays are available? 

52. What are the different types of eCRS used in CLS circuit and why? 

53. List out various relays used for signaling and its working voltages. 

54. Draw a simple DC track circuit and name the components. 

55. How DC track relay is adjusted for fail safe functioning? 

56. Name various components of IRS block joints used for track circuits. Mention the 

periodicity for replacing various components. 

57. What is cut section and dad section in a Track circuit? 

58. What are the precautions to be taken while inserting an IRS insulation joint? 

59. What are the equipments to be earthed in RE area? And why? 

60. How direct feeding of signals is restricted in RE area and at what distant signals are 

worked? 

61. What do you understand by RE cutting? 



62. Explain the role of ASR, UCR, WLR and HR 

63. Explain the various indications and operation facility provided on the panel in any relay 

interlocking station. 

64. If after passage of train on proper signals, route is not released. Explain how you will 

trace the fault. 

65. Explain the purpose of data logger equipment and its uses on SC railway. 

66. What are the functions of the following relays in panel interlocked station: 

SMR, TSR, UR, JSLR, NJPR, UYR, WLR, ASR, CHLR, HR, LXPR, KLCR, COAR, UCR, CHYR 

67. Advantages of a Axle counters over track circuits. 

68. What is Axle counter? Explain working with a block diagram. 

69. Explain the necessity of trolley protection in an axle counter? 

70. What are the checks to be done at Evaluator and Electronic junction box? 

71. What are the advantages of tokenless block over token block working?  

72. What are the changes required to convert Token block working to token less block 

working? 

73. What is Normal polarity and reverse polarity in Neal’s Block Instrument? 

74. Write short notes on 

Safety catch, Classification of token, Normal and reverse polarity, token balancing, token 

lost. 

75. Explain by circuit how one line clear one train features are ensured in the working of 

double line block instrument? 

76. Draw and explain briefly of train arrival circuit working. 

77. What is the purpose of SR1 and SR2 in SGE double line block circuit? 

78. What are the differences in the working of Daido handle type block instrument and IRS 

push button type block instrument? 

79. What are the different frequencies used in Daido single handle type block instrument 

and why these frequencies are used? 

80. What are the impulses used in IRS token less block instrument (PTJ) for different block 

operation? 

81. Explain the IBS working and how it differs from Class ‘C’ station? 

82. What are the indications available on IB panel and explain each indication. 

83. How many press buttons are provided on IB panel and explain their functions? 

84. What is meant by cross protection? Explain briefly controlling circuit for signal, point and 

track equipment with cross protection arrangement? 

85. What is meant by double cutting in circuits? 

86. What is meant by a a) Track locking   b) Dead approach locking   c) back locking  d) 

indication locking and e) approach locking. 

 

 

 

   

 



PAPER – II 

OBJECTIVE TYPE QUESTIONS 

FILL IN THE BLANKS 

 

1. __________ type of point motor used in point machine. 

2. What is the working voltage of motor operated point? 

3. _________ oil used in the reduction gear mechanism of motor point. 

4. When the motor operated is in normal position _______ and _______ contacts are 

made. 

5. During point operation both _________ and _________ contacts are made, which 

facilitates _________ operation. 

6. No load current of the signal transformer shall not be more than _____________ mA 

7. Measuring units of intensity of light _______________ 

8. UECR shall be connected on _________ side of signal transformer 

9. In RE area signals can be fed directly up to __________- distance. 

10. POH of a shelf type track relay is __________ 10 _______ years 

11. Percentage release of a track relay shall not be less than ________65% ____ 

12. Coil resistance of a polarized relay is _________ 77 ________Ohms. 

13. Max.No. of contacts in plug in type line relay is ________ 16 _________ 

14. Plugging of wrong relay is prevented by _________ Code pin ___ arrangement in case 

of Q-series /K-50 relays. 

15. The coil resistance of QB3 relay _________ 

16. The contacts of K-50 relays are Metal to Metal contact 

17. Percentage release of line relay shall not be less than ____________________ 

18. AC immunity level of QNAI relay is ___________ volt AC 

19. Where QTA2 or QBAT track relays are provided _____ QSPA1 _____ Type of ‘Q’ series 

relay shall be used as TPR. 

20. Minimum permissible TSR is specified as _____________ OHM for DC track circuits with 

wooden sleeper. 

21. Minimum permissible ballast resistance for concrete sleeper tracks in RE area is _____- 

22. The presence of vehicle cannot be detected with in the track circuited portion is called 

________________.  

23. Before disconnecting the battery of a track circuit, ___________ must be disconnected 

first. 

24. All external relays must be ___________ in RE area (AC immune type) 

25. _________________ Type of block instrument must not be used in RE area (AC immune 

type). 

26. __________________ Type of block instrument must not be used in RE area (Push –

button type) 

27. Batteries must be separated for __________ & __________ circuits (Internal & 

External) 

28. Stray voltages must not exceed_________________. 



29. Under ground cables are to be laid to reduce the effect of _______________-- 

30. One train one signal feature is achieved by TSR relay in relay interlocking. 

31. Route holding is achieved by ASR in relay interlocking. 

32. Interlocking is achieved in relay interlocking by proving UCR & ASR. 

33. To achieve cross protection HR relay is shunted with ASR front contact. 

34. Not permitting point to operated under track failure condition is called Track locking 

35. Entrace-Exit principle is used in route setting type of relay interlocking 

36. Axle counter the wheel dip% shall be _____________ than the normal value. 

37. Output of the Oscillator voltage in axle counter shall be _________ value. 

38. Output of the Receiver coil shall be ______________ value. 

39. Evaluator card No.1 output shall be _________ value. 

40. In and out counts are equal EVR ___________ relay picks up. 

41. The voltage of the EVR/SUPR relays shall be approximately (9V) 

42. SUR _________ relay monitors the voltage levels of the evaluator. 

43. Coaxial ___________ cable is used for the trolley protection wiring. 

44. Total No. of ball tokens provided for a pair of block instrument is ______________. 

45. A tablet token instrument can accommodate a maximum No. of _________ tokens in it. 

46. To connect a pair of token can accommodate a maximum no. of __________ tokens in 

it. 

47. There are ______________ classes of tokens. 

48. The coil resistance of polarized relay is ___________OHMS. 

49. In Neals token instrument the TCF lock energizes ___________ times. 

50. Token block instrument must be overhauled once in __ 10 ________ years. 

51. Minimum no. of line wires required to connect a pair of double line block instrument is 

___________ with earth return. 

52. Double line block instrument are required to be overhauled once in ________________7 

years. 

53. The block earth resistance should not be more than ___________ 10 ohms. 

54. Token census must be taken once in every __________ months. 

55. In SGE double line block instrument, one line clear one train is provided by the relay 

LCPR. 

56. Push button type token less block instrument works on _______ polarity ____ code 

principel 

57. The SCKR relay drops when local voltage of push button token less instrument drops to 

_________. 

58. In FM type of instrument arrival of train is proved by the relay ________________ . 

59. In push button tokenless instrument, one line clear one train is achieved by the relay 

_____________ . 

60. Carrier frequencies chosen for Diado type block are 1800 Hz and 2700Hz. 

61. Shunt key cannot be taken out in ________ TCF _______ position of block handle. 

62. TGTR and TCFR are Q-style relays of ________ latched _______ type in push button 

tokenless instrument. 



63. In single line token less block working shunting key is the authority for the driver to pass 

______ LSS ______ signal. 

64. K1 indicates when train passed IB signal at ON. 

65. Normal aspect of second distant signal is double yellow. 

66. Approach locking is provided on Home signal lever. 

67. In last stop signal control circuit, ASR1 & ASR2 will pick up at sending station, when 

receiving station turn the block handle to TOL position on double line section. 

 

TRUE OR FALSE QUESTIONS 

1. The  DC track circuit regulating resistance can be made zero. 

2. Ballast resistance is inversely proportional to the length of track circuit 

3. Max. length of dead section shall not exceed 20 feed in case of straight track 

4. Ballast resistance increases the voltage at relay increase.  

5. The track circuit which is continuously live is called open track circuit. 

6. Staggering of polarity is done to avoid unsafe failure due to block joint failure. 

 

1. The minimum voltage on a signal lamp should be   ( ) 

a) 12V  b) 9V   c) 13.2V  d) 11V  

 

2. A plug in type track relay can be excited up to -% of pick up value ( ) 

a) 12V  b) 9V   c) 13.2V  d) 11V  

 

3. If the load current is 6A, what should be the minimum battery capacity? 

a) 40AH  b) 80AH  c) 120AH  d) 1200AH   ( ) 

 

4. If the load current is 6A and battery capacity is 120AH, what should be the charger 

rating? 

a) 10A  b) 20A   c) 30AH  d) 150AH   ( ) 

 

5. UYRs are made:-        ( ) 

a) 12V  b) 9V   c) 13.2V  d) 11V    

 

ONE WORD / SENTENCE ANSWER 

 

1. Maximum permissible no load current of a signal transformer 

2. The resistance of a 3-position relay used in block circuit. 

3. Maximum excitation of a shelf type track relay in percentage of pick up value. 

4. The normal current consumed by a plug in type Neutral Line relay no. ACI 24V  

5. The output voltage of a fully charged lead acid cell. 

6. The SP gravity of a fully charged lead acid cell. 

7. Expand the following abbreviations stand for 

a) SSI   b) BPAC  c) TAWD  d) MMTS  e) SWR 



DRAW THE SYMBOL OF THE FOLLOWING 

 

1. AC immunized relay 

2. SGE block instrument 

3. Interlocked lifting barrier 

4. EKT 

5. Fuse 

6. Electronic Timer 

7. Point machine in the circuit 

8. Point detection 

9. Push button in the circuit 

10. Panel knob contact 

 

Name of the following relays 

 

1. CHLR – Crank handle interlocking circuits 

2. LXPR – Level crossing proving relay 

3. XLCR – Siding point control 

4. SMR  - Locking of panel 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



QUESTION BANK FOR THE SELECTION OF GROUP ‘C’ POSTS 

PAPER – III 

ACCOUNTS, ESTABLISHMENT, STORES AND OFFICIAL LANGUAGE 

 

1. What is MAS? 

2. How to recoup the damaged / lost tools of JE(S)? 

3. What are consumable stores? Give some examples. 

4. What are the passes issued for Group ‘C’ employees on Indian Railways? 

5. What is HOER? 

6. What is the official language? 

7. What is the script of our Raj Bhasha? 

8. What are the A,B,C regions for the purpose of implementation of Official Language ?  

9. In which region SC railway zonal Hqrs office falls? 

10. Write Hindi equivalent of – General Manager, Signal & Telecommunication, Station 

Master, Notice Board, Railway Minister 

11. List our minor penalties 

12. List out major penalties 

13. Explain briefly – Commuted Leave, Paternity Leave, LAP / LHAP entitlements, PME. 

14. What is Measurements Book? What precautions are required for filling and upkeep of 

measurement book? 

15. What are the various allowances paid to Railway employee with pay in every month? 

What are the deductions made generally from the salary? 

16. What is IOD? 

17. What are the various stores maintained by a Signal Inspector? Give examples for each 

such store. 

18. Specify the various cables used for signaling and kept in the SSE/Stores. 

19. What payments are admissible as retirement benefits? What are their rates? 

20. Name the divisions of South Central Railway. 

21. What is (GIS) Group Insurance Scheme? 

22. What is Provident Fund? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



OBJECTIVE TYPE QUESTIONS 

 

Fill in the blanks with most suitable words: 

1. Form No. S&T/DN is used for __________________. 

2. For continuous category undr HOER the rostered hours are ________ 

3. CSR for a running line shall not be less than _______________ 

4. Female employee may be given ______________ Spl. CL when her husband has under 

gone vasectory operation. 

5. Night duty allowance to the Railway employee who are on duty from ________ hrs to 

_________ hrs. 

6. Cutting of two sets privilege passes in a year is coming under __________ penalty.  

7. Railway Board Chairman is _____________ 

8. No. of zones in Indian Railways _____________ 

9. JE/S/II comes under ________________ Medical category 

10. Voluntary retirement eligibility __________years completion of service 

11. Final withdrawal of PF is eligible after completion __________ years of service. 

12. Zonal accounts department is headed by _________________ . 

 

II. Choose the correct answer 

 

1. Maximum LAP can be accumulated is      ( ) 

a) 300 days  b) 300 + 15 days  c) 240 days  d) 240 + 15 days  

 

2. Non-stock indent is made in the following form    ( ) 

a) 300 days  b) 300 + 15 days  c) 240 days  d) 240 + 15 days 

 

3. Andhra Pradesh falls in the following region     ( ) 

a) A region  b) B region  c) C region  d) A & B regions 

 

4.  Non-Gazetted staff is eligible for 3 sets of privilege passes   ( ) 

a) In the first year of his service      b) After completion of 5 years of service 

c) After completion of 3 years of service    d) After completion of 1 year of service 

 

5. For suspension the following form is issued     ( ) 

a) SF-1  b) SF-5  c) SF-9   d) SF-11 

 

6. The script of Official language is in      ( ) 

a) English   b) Devanagari   c) Telugu  d) Tamil 

 

7. Schedule caste Reservation in Railway recruitment    ( ) 

a) 25% b) 15% c) 7.5%  d) 27% 

 



8. Maximum LHAP can be accumulated      ( ) 

a) 300 days  b) 600 days  c) No limit  d) None 

 

9. Maximum LAP can be granted by SSE/Signal to a Khalasi at a time  ( ) 

a) 10 days  b) 15 days  c) 30 days  d) 7 days 

 

 

III. STATE TRUE OR FALSE 

 

1. An employee shall not be called for the selection to high grade post when a penalty 

of reduction to lower stage is imposed       ( ) 

 

2. With holding of increment without cumulative effect is a minor penalty ( ) 

 

3. A goods line must be isolated from another goods line and sidings ( ) 

 

4. Suspension is a Major penalty      ( ) 

 

5. Maximum No.of CL permitted to JE/S 11 days    ( ) 

 

6. SSE/Signal is authorized to impose the punishment of removal of Khalasi (   ) 

 

7. If railway employee having 3 children who has undergone family planning operation 

is eligible for Special pay.       ( ) 

 

8. Scooter / Motor cycle advance Rs. 30,000/- can be sanctioned in first occasion. (     ) 

 

9. Six single journey passes are eligible in a year to college going child  ( ) 

 

 

IV. Match the following 

 

1) August 15th   a) Staff benefit fund     ( ) 

2) LAP    b) Relay replacement    ( ) 

3) 7.5% HRA   c) Nation holiday    ( ) 

4) Voluntary retirement  d) 3 years      ( ) 

5) CRS sanction validity   e) Periodical confidential Demi Official  ( ) 

6) DMTR     f) 300 days      ( ) 

7) Co-operative Credit society g) ‘C’ class city     ( ) 

8) Disconnection   h) 20 years      ( ) 

9) Over-hauling of lever frame i)  1 year      ( ) 

10) PCDO     j) Stores      ( ) 



V. WRITE THE FOLLOWIGN WORDS IN HINDI 

 

1. South Central Railway 

2. Division 

3. General Manager 

4. Branch 

5. Railway Board 

6. Divisional Railway Manager 

7. Officer 

8. Store 

9. Clerk 

10. Goods Train 

 

 

NEW QUESTIONS TO BE ADDED IN LDCE EXAM OF JE/S 

 

1. What is split field DC series motor, what are the advantages of DC series motors and 

explain in terms of motor formula 

2. What are the types of losses in transformers, explain the mutual inductance. 

3. Why track relay polarity to be reversed at frequent intervals and explain, explain 

residual magnetism. 

4. How to adjust the 20A automatic battery charger of 86/2000 spec. to suit 80AH 

batteries. 

5. Explain photovoltaic cell, and its function. 

6. State Ohms law, colour code of a resistors and explain how to read the four bars on 

a resistor. 

7. Explain the function of switch mode regulator in IPS. 

8. Type of chargers in Secondary cells. 

9. Explain the function of diode and bridge rectifier 

10. Explain the chemical equations for charge discharge of secondary cell. 

11. A) What is the minimum horizontal distance to be maintained for signal post from 

centre of track for old and new works? 

B) At what distance signal to be located from SRJ. 

C) What is a dead section in the track circuit, distance permitted for dead section? 

12. Explain RAM, EPROM, EEPROM storage devices 

13. Explain the function of LED. 

 


